
Lemon Bay High School

Academic (Reading) Strategies
Mrs. Sisson- Room 04-113

Course Description: As stated in the Intensive Reading Critical Concept Template for
2022-2023, this course is designed for 10th & 11th grade students believed to be reading
below grade level. The course includes foundational skill standards to be used until a student
has mastered the standard. We will use the Florida BEST standards that correspond to student
need based on diagnostic assessments and adjust according to ongoing progress monitoring
data. Effective implementation requires the support to be matched to student need and is
provided by the most experienced, and/or specialized expert. Instruction is individualized and
targeted to the skills that pose the greatest barrier to learning and is characterized by the
greatest number of minutes of instruction with the narrowest focus for an individual or a very
small group of students. Individualized diagnostic data, as well as instructional time, are in
addition to those provided in core instruction. Formative assessments occur more frequently
and focus on the learning barriers to success and are based on intensity of needs. The larger
the gap, the more frequent the progress monitoring. The expected outcome is for the student
to achieve grade-level proficiency.

In addition, Academic Strategies, is a multi-leveled development course that gives students the
opportunity to focus on ALL academic courses while also developing the literacy skills and
strategies that will make them more successful learners. In addition to course requirement
students will explore executive function skills, the learning process, learning styles, and scholar
development theory in order to enhance their success in high school and beyond. Listed below
are the academic enrichment topics we will be discussing and implementing throughout the
school year to develop effective habits.

Materials Required: 1 ½ Binder, 8 tab plastic pocket dividers, 1 Composition Notebook



Classroom Policies:

Students are expected to abide by 5 policies:

● Be Prompt
● Be Prepared
● Be Positive
● Be Productive
● Be Polite

Focus on Literacy:

The ELA Expectations are those overarching skills that run through every component of
language arts.These are skills that students should be using throughout school in every
subject. The ELA Expectations are interconnected and should be developed over time.

In this course we will zone in on ELA critical concepts as identified in the district curriculum
map and pacing guide linked on my teacher site. Please reference for specific standard and
benchmark criteria for learning. Upon completion of course students will have been exposed to
lessons targetted to meet their individual needs in literacy and they will have a better
understanding of the following:

● Identify their learning style and its impact on learning
● Describe and apply effective study skills, test taking, and time management

strategies
● Demonstrate effective library research skills
● Articulate a better understanding of themselves as a learner and decision maker



● Personality type, learning strategies that go hand in hand, and implications for
learning

● Explore career and academic opportunities using a variety of resources
● Articulate an understanding of the importance of decision-making strategies and

be able to apply them to their daily life

*The following is intended to serve as a blueprint of the enrichment/supplemental
topics we will be covering simoultaniously with our content course. Order and sequence
of topics presented will depend on individual student need/overall groups need. Weekly
lesson plans will reflect individual and whole group learning goals in Reading and
executive functioning.

Topic # Executive Function
Topic

Details

Topic 1 Self-Assessment/ Self-
Reflection

● Learning Styles
● Multiple Intelligence

Exploration
● Establishing Priorities

Self-Reflection
● Personality Inventory
● Managing Stress
● Time Management

Topic 2 Organizational
Structure

● Obstacles in Learning
● Growth Mindset
● Physical Space to

Study
● Executive Function

Method



Topic 3 Goal Setting ● Procrastination
● Vision Boards
● SMART Goal Setting
● Ladder Goal Setting
● Career Interest and

Inventory
*Reading Goals will be
monitored and revisited
throughout the semester

Topic 4 Study Skills ● Self- Assessment of
current study habits

● Optimal study space
design

● “Focus” Studying
● Multitasking/Time

Management

Topic 5 Cross Curriculum
Extension

Unit 5- Learning Strategies

● Effective Note Taking:
Guided Notes/Cornell
Note Taking/Visual-
Sketching Notes

● Literary Analysis
● Thinking Maps for all

subjects
● Historical Thinking



Topic 6 Test Taking Skills Unit 6- Positive Testing
Mindset

● Before/During/After
Test Taking
Strategies

● Managing/Coping
with Test Anxiety

● Time Management
● Confidence Building

Exercises

Topic 7 Community Outreach Unit 7- Civic Participation

● Community
Resources

● Volunteering
● Paying it Forward
● Kindness Initiative
● Service Project

Other Topics Student Interest Topic When appropriate Student
interest topic will be taken

into consideration.

STUDENT EXPECTATIONS: To ensure success in this course the student must:

● Keep up with all work assigned and make up any work that is missing. It is your
responsibility to complete missed work!

● Study and go over notes or readings every night
● Participate and voice his/her constructive opinion during classroom discussions, debates

and lectures
● Attend class every day and be on time.
● Seek extra help if there are any problems with the material covered. I am more than

willing to assist you!
● Come to class prepared and ready to work
● Respect school property, fellow peers and yourself



● Talking with another student during formal assessments will result in an automatic zero
for that assessment

*I will notify students of any special materials necessary for future projects in advance.

Grading System:

The district grading scale will be used on all assignments.

A= 90-100% (3.5-4.0)

B= 80-89% (2.5-3.49)

C= 70-79% (1.5-2.49)

D= 60-69% (1.0-1.49)

F= 0-59% (0-0.9)

Note from Mrs. Sisson:

I promise you all that this class will be one of your favorites. We will make sure to have
fun in whatever it is we are getting done. I truly believe that making learning fun for you
will help you retain the content you are learning.  We will laugh, get loud, dance and
sing on a random basis. (My dance moves are phenomenal and I apologize ahead of
time for the singing.) We will move around and go outside and work with other classes.
We will incorporate technology daily with audio and visual components. We will joke,
play silent ball, and occasionally get off topic, but it’s super important that when it’s time
to move forward, that we are able to move forward and focus on the main objective
BECOMING A CONFIDENT, LITERATE & SUCCESSFUL HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT. I
know it’s going to be a great year!


